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stellar is a bimonthly magazine aimed at promoting the many 
wonders of science among girls aged 8 to 14. The audience is 
currently underserved in pertinent scientific editorial content, 
and stellar aims to change that fact. stellar  makes science 
relevant for young girls, and makes it both hip and fun. No 
other publication is doing this. stellar fights against the 
traditional gender roles pervading our society that put young 
female students at an educational disadvantage when it 
comes to math and science. Covering topics like health, 
animals, nature and the science behind popular culture, stellar 
serves its target readers to the highest degree by introducing 
girls to the science that is all around them, everyday. 
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OUR EDITORIAL VISION 
 



 

MISSION STATEMENT 
 

 

stellar aims to engage girls in building an interest 
in science, and to foster and nurture existing 
scientific interests. 
  
We hope to expand the concept of what science 
is to young girls by covering a wide variety of 
topics and issues that go beyond the 
conventional "hard sciences" - health, animals, 
nature and the environment - and take science to 
a new level. 
  
We hope to deliver nonassumptive yet thought-
provoking, entertaining and relevant content that 
speaks to our readers. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 

 

 

Until now no magazine rack space had been devoted to promoting science among 
young girls. But now, there is stellar, a fun bimonthly science magazine that makes 
science relevant to the lives young girls live today. 
 

stellar covers things girls today are interested in, such as  beauty,  what’s new, 
celebrities, and what’s going on with their peers around country, but from a 
scientific perspective. stellar acts like a smart, older sister or babysitter that young 
girls look up to, but also relate to.  
 

Studies show girls start losing interest in science and math around age 13 because 
they are not given the same opportunities as the boys in their classes. Young men 
are presented with science kits, building blocks, and other experimental toys at a 
young age. Young women are given dolls, craft sets, and less-experimental toys. 

stellar isn’t trying to change society or stop giving girls dolls, but to make science 
relevant to girls today, showing girls how science relates to them in hopes of 
fostering and retaining an interest in science. By covering topics like health, animals, 
nature, the science and technology behind popular movies, and even the science 
behind fashion and beauty products, stellar aims to show girls that science is a part 
of their lives and that they shouldn’t lose interest because conventional science 
education doesn’t cover topics relevant to them. 
 

The time is right for stellar because: 
 

 Young girls are losing interest 
in math and science at about 
age 13 partly because 
science becomes irrelevant 
to them 
 The only publications that 
cover science for women are 
for an older audience 

 No other magazine is 
dedicated to making science 
relevant and interesting for 
young girls 
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EDITORIAL CALENDAR 
 

 
 

ISSUE                          ON-SALE          SPACE CLOSES         ADS DUE 
 
FEBRUARY/MARCH   12.28.07   11.01.07               11.15.08 

Spring Forward Issue 
Find out the people, places, projects and 
Stellar girls to look out for this year.  

 

APRIL/MAY     02.26.08    01.01.08                01.15.08 
Beauty Issue  
Beauty is based in science, so learn 
about the chemistry in your makeup, or 
what ions are, and why they are 
important to hair straighteners. 

 
JUNE/JULY    04.24.08    03.01.08                03.15.08 

Summer Issue 
Calling all beach bums: How much do 
you actually know about water? Learn 
about floating in the Dead Sea or how 
clean public pools actually are. On top of 
that, read about tanning, July 4 fireworks, 
cool places to go before summer end.  
 

AUGUST/SEPTEMBER   06.28.08    05.01.08                05.15.08 
Back to School Issue 
Find out what makes leaves crunch and 
why 2B pencils are the standard test 
pencil. See STELLAR’S back to school 
picks, and find out whether messenger 
bags, tote bags, wheeled bags or 
backpacks are better for your muscles. 

 
OCTOBER/NOVEMBER   08.28.08    07.01.08                 07.15.08 

Entertainment Issue 
Just in time for the holiday weekends, 
STELLAR explores the science behind 
upcoming winter movies and books. How 
far away are we from having intelligent 
robots such as Wall-E from Pixar’s Wall-
E? And is it possible to use physics to 
explain how a Harry Potter broom flies?  
 

DECEMBER/JANUARY   10.28.08    09.01.08                 09.15.08 
Holiday/Winter Issue  
It’s a scientific winter wonderland! Learn 
how the biggest, flashiest Thanksgiving 
Day parade balloons are made and flown, 
how dreidels spin, and how certain types 
of snow are good or bad for snowball 
fighting. Plus, check out STELLAR’S 
Green Gift Guide and DIY gift ideas! 
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UNIVERSE, 
DEMOGRAPHIC & 
PSYCHOGRAPHIC 
PROFILES 
 

 
UNIVERSE 

The stellar universe is comprised of 14 million females 

aged 8 to 14, based on 2000 U.S. census data. 

 

 

DEMOGRAPHIC PROFILE 

The stellar reader is aged 8 to 14, with a median age of 

11. The vast majority of stellar readers are female. She 

is a full-time student in either elementary or middle 

school, and her family falls somewhere near the 

median reader household income of $60,000. She was 

born into the web generation and has access to a 

personal computer and the Internet. 

 

  

PSYCHOGRAPHIC PROFILE 

The stellar girl is curious and intrigued by 

the physical world around her. She enjoys learning 

about her surroundings and is passionate about 

learning, the environment and her future but also 

shopping, beauty and pop culture. This magazine isn’t 

just for the bookworm. This is for any and all girls 

who have any interest in stellar topics and want more 

for herself than just make up tips and boy quizzes.  

 

Technology plays a large role in her life. She was born 

into the web generation and is tech savvy. She plays 

and chats online and most likely has an mp3 device. 

She is likely to have an allowance, and thus 

expendable income and will respond to advertisements 

and product recommendations. This is the girl who 

dreams of being a NASA astronaut, a veterinarian or 

even a flavor creator for Bonnebelle cosmetics—and 

she’ll do it! 
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MARKET 
OVERVIEW 
 

Research indicates that young girls 
and boys enjoy math, science and 
technology equally. But by eighth 
grade, the number of girls interested 
in science, engineering and 
mathematics careers plummets by 
half, partly because of the 
enforcement of traditional gender 
roles that put young girls at a 
disadvantage.  
 
Yet the interest lingers—girls are proven to be extremely interested in science and 
technology. The interactive online site WeeWorld lists girls as 60 percent users, and 
other similar sites’ numbers are even higher. Meanwhile, 44 percent of National 
Geographic Kids subscribers are females, suggesting they have a keen interest in 
science and nature. Organizations such as Girl Scouts USA have taken note of the 
scientific potential of girls and have created sites like GirlsGoTech.org in order to 
tap into this. 
  

As of 2005, “tweens” spent $2.9 billion of their own money every year. A study of 
young people aged 9 to 14 found that 48 percent receive an allowance, and 93 
percent receive additional spending money— a mean of $25 a month and 61 
percent of tweens that have their own bank account. 
 

Girls surveyed said that besides clothes, technology topped the list of things they 
wanted their parents to buy them. Included in the list were: iPod/MP3 player, a new 
cell phone, a new video game system, video/computer games, laptops or desktop 
computers.  
  
Young girls have already shown interest in science, math and technology. Coupled 
with tween buying power, conventional advertisers reaching this young audience as 
well as companies and organizations focusing on science and education have 
potential to reach this fun, young, but educated audience.  
 
No other publication makes science relevant to girls by incorporating science with 
fashion, celebrities, health and beauty, or speaks to them like everyday girls who 
also enjoy science.  
 
stellar is here for those girls. 
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According to 2000 U.S. census data, there are 14 million girls aged 8 to 14 in 
country, providing great readership potential for our magazine. Our target rate base is 
250,000, or .02 percent of those 14 million girls. We envision stellar being largely 
subscription based, with some newsstand sales at stores such as Barnes & Noble, 
Borders and other retail bookstores.  
 
 Of these 14 million girls, stellar readers will be ones who value and recognize the 
importance of education. Parents who send their children to private schools indicate 
a vested interest in a superb education as well as higher income, thus appeal to us in 
terms of pushing subscriptions to stellar. However, we recognize that parents with 
children enroll in public school also value education, thus we do not want to exclude 
these parents. Part of our marketing strategy will include buying lists of parents with 
girls enrolled in school, but with the understanding that private school parents may be 
more likely to subscribe to stellar  for both financial and personal reasons.  
 
According to a survey of private schools conducted by the National Center for 
Education Statistics in the late ’90s, 2,824,844 students enrolled in private  

CIRCULATION & 
MARKETING 
STRATEGY 
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elementary school. A 2006 Wall Street Journal article reported that enrollment in 
private schools has increased, so today the number of students enrolled in private 
elementary schools has increased.  
 
According to government data, the difference in proportions of boys and girls 
enrolled in private school is minimal. If roughly half of students enrolled in private 
school are female, 1, 412,422 girls were enrolled in private elementary schools in the 
late ’90s and this number has most likely gone up.  
 
According to the 2007 Survey of Public Schools conducted by the National Center 
for Education Statistics, 29,953,900 students are enrolled in public elementary 
schools. 49.9 percent of students enrolled in public elementary schools are female, 
meaning almost 15 million girls enrolled in public schools. 
 
 Though not all girls enrolled in public and private elementary schools fit our target 
age range, many of our readers are also in middle schools. However, since some 
schools consider fifth or sixth grade (sometimes even seventh or eighth grade) 
elementary while others consider them secondary school grades, we are estimating 
low in order to guarantee the numbers we present.  

 
We feel libraries would be interested in subscribing to stellar in order to provide 
students and members with educational content that still speaks to them and that 
they enjoy reading. According to the American Library Association the total number of 
public school libraries in the United States is 93,861 and the total number of public 
libraries in the United States is 16,549, providing ample subscribers in our efforts of 
reaching a target rate base of 250,000.  
 
We also plan to promote stellar with a nation-wide, celebrity endorsed marketing 
campaign. Celebrities involved with science related causes that we feature in our 
magazine can do in-store magazine signings, television ads or mention stellar in 
interviews, in efforts to get the stellar name out there.   
 
While we recognize the potential of celebrity endorsement, we will not solely rely on 
this type of marketing campaign. Providing complementary issues of stellar to the Girl 
Scouts, GirlsGotech.org and other science and education organizations will bring our 
magazine to the attention of parents we see as potential subscribers on behalf of 
their daughters.  
 
Overall our marketing strategy involved targeting parents, since they will be the ones 
buying subscriptions to stellar. However, appealing to young girls with celebrity 
endorsements and complementary issues is also part of our strategy in hopes that 
the girls will then show their parents an issue and ask for a subscription.  
 

r 
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COMPETITION ANALYSIS 

COMPETITORS: Girl’s Life and National Geographic Kids  
 

Promoting science among young girls in particular is a venture into uncharted 
territory. Comparable publications, including Girl’s Life and National Geographic 
Kids, have aspects lacking that make now a perfect time for stellar’s debut. No 
other magazine is dedicated to making science relevant, interesting and fun for 
young girls living in today’s changing world. 

Girl’s Life is a bimonthly magazine that is dedicated to 
delivering “stuff girls crave” from beauty and fashion to 
celebrity interviews and gossip about embarrassing 
moments. Currently the number one magazine for 10- to 15-
year-old girls, Girl’s Life has a median reader age of 14.2. 
“From liking boys to “like-liking” boys, Girls’ Life has it all!” 
reads the magazine’s web site, indicating the more 
superficial, “girly” content Girl’s Life provides its readers. 
Girl’s Life has a CPM of 48.84 with a rate base of 400,000 
and a total audience of about two million. 
 

National Geographic Kids is a 10-issue-a-year magazine with 
a mission statement that promises to “excite kids about their 
world.” Coverage includes wildlife, entertainment, science, 
technology, extreme sports, adventures, amazing kids and 
world wonders. The target audience is 6 to 14-year-olds, 
with the average age at 9.6 years. National Geographic Kids 
remains a relatively gender-neutral publication. 44 percent of 
readers are female although the magazine does not address 
female interests specifically, such as makeup or bras. 
National Geographic Kids has a CPM of 70.18 with a rate 
base of 1,325,000 (with a girl-specific rate base of 420,000) 
and a total audience of about 5.3 million.  
 
stellar aims to bridge the gap between publications like the two aforementioned, by 
engaging girls aged 8 to 14 in science, and to foster and nurture existing scientific 
interests. stellar will covering a wide variety of topics and issues that go beyond the 
conventional "hard sciences.” Health and beauty, popular movies and even 
celebrity news will get a scientific twist while remaining cool, fresh and hip for young 
girls today. Considering we are a new publication, our goal rate base is 250,000 
and our four-color page rate will be $10,000 making stellar’s CPM 40. 
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stellar’s POSITIONING 

  BOY, UNDER 15 

SUPERFICIAL 

GIRL, UNDER 15 

CosmoGirl 

National Geographic Kids, Ranger Rick 

Teen Vogue 

American Girl 

Girl’s Life 

Boy’s Life 

stellar 

Maxim 

Sports Illustrated for Kids 

Highlights 

New Moon 
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ADVERTISING 
 

stellar provides advertisers with a unique advantage in that advertisers targeting 
young children and girls can advertise, but so can education and science related 
advertisers. Additionally, while not all of our content will work for product placement 
and name dropping, some of our content—specifically the health and beauty 
department and pieces that discuss the science behind clothing, perfume and 
make up—lends itself well to editorial support of products and brands.  
 

POTENTIAL ADVERTISERS:  
Educat ion/Sc ience 

Museums (Primarily major museums that are tourist attractions) 

Space camps 
Girlsgotech.org 
Academic summer programs 
Mead and other notebook companies (Especially during our Back to School issue) 
 

Food/Dr ink 

Dairy Boards—Got Milk? 
Poptarts 
Cereal Companies 
 

Toys/Gadgets 

Leapfrog, Brain Quest and other educational toy companies 
Mattel (Barbie)  
Webkinz 
iPod, MP3 players 
 

Hea lth/Beauty  and Fash ion 

Bonnebelle 
Face wash—Clean and Clear, Neutrogena 
Dove, L’Oréal Kids, and other shampoo companies 
Banana Boat, Coppertone and other sunscreen companies (Especially during summer issues) 
Secret and other deodorant companies 
Hair accessories companies—Goody, Scunci 
Gap Kids, Old Navy, Limited Too and other clothing stores 
Sketchers, Candies, Keds and other shoe companies 
 

Reta i l  Chains:  

Target (Especially during our Back to School and Holiday issues) 

Wal mart (Especially during our Back to School and Holiday issues) 
Pottery Barn Kids/PB Teen  
 

Entertainment Networks:   

Disney, Nickelodeon, Cartoon Network and other networks 
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COVER STRATEGY 
 

 

 

stellar’s cover will set the magazine’s design 
philosophy of being bright and colorful, fresh 
and age appropriate. The text on the cover, 
as well as throughout the magazine, will be 
relatively larger in size because of our young 
audience. 
 
While stellar does feature celebrity profiles, 
celebrities are not the main focus of the 
magazine. stellar’s cover will feature a real 
girl, age 8-14, who has made some kind of 
scientific contribution—such as winning her 
school’s science fair, or inventing a new toy 
or product—and feature a brief explanation in 
the table of contents of who the cover girl is 
and why she was chosen, much like 
American Girl. Readers will be able to submit 
photos and accomplishments via mail or via 
the web site, stellarmag.com.  
 
Since stellar will be largely subscription 
based, the cover will be clean and simple, not 
cluttered with provocative lines. About two 
features and one or two departmental pieces 
will make the cover to inform readers of 
what’s inside the magazine, but the cover will 
not be overwhelming to look at. Similarly, 
since we are largely subscription based, we 
do not feel the need to entice readers with 
random numbers and lists on the cover. Our 
picture and our headlines will speak for 
themselves.  
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Let it snow! 
The highest seasonal 

total snowfall ever… 

Let it snow! 

The highest seasonal 

total snowfall ever … 

 

DESIGN PHILOSOPHY 
 

 

 

stellar’s design philosophy is to create a fresh, colorful and age-appropriate magazine with 
careful attention to graphics, typography and overarching design themes.  
 
Most young girls’ magazines use a mix of illustrations, 
photographs (usually of girls in that age range) and less 
detailed graphics to brighten up their pages. Instead of 
using models for many of their articles such as women’s 
magazines do, magazines often choose illustrated girls 
such as the one in the Discovery Girls example to the right 
instead. Stellar also employs this popular style choice 
because we believe it makes the magazine personable, fun 

and is very age-appropriate. However, because stellar 
means to appeal to 14 year olds as well, illustrations will not 
be the main graphic as they are in American Girl magazine.  
 

stellar’s scientific focus also allows for rich, exciting 
science photographs such as the molecular structure of a 
plant, supernovas or safari animals. The celebrity profiles 
and experiments page would also require photographs. 
However, celebrity and feature scientist profiles aside, all 
cover girls and models will be between the target 
readership ages of 8 and 14.  

stellar also uses a mix of handwritten-style fonts in its typography to mimic the handwriting 
of girls that age to make the magazine seem as if it were made expressly for the reader, and 
written by someone who completely understands here. Color will be used liberally in the 
typography to add to the fun feeling of the magazine, and to attract readers’ attention. Within 
the articles, rather than using more professional-rote fonts such as Times New Roman, 
stellar uses chubby, softer-looking fonts such as Arial and Helvetica. The result is a friendlier, 
kiddy look, as seen in the typography comparison below.  

Lastly, overarching design themes such as the reoccurrence of 
certain color schemes, fonts, or decorative graphics help create 
a sense of unity throughout the magazine, even as the reader 
moves from section to section.  

 
 
 
  

A comparison of fonts.  
 
TOP FONT: Times New Roman 
LOWER FONT: Route 3, Aria Light 

 

Example of the use of illustrations, 
decorative graphics and handwritten-style 
fonts, as found in the current issue of 
Discovery Girls. 
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SAMPLE TABLE OF CONTENTS 
DEC/JAN 2008, Holiday and Winter Issue  
 

5  Letters to the editor 
7  Letter from the editors 
10  Star gazing Hilary Duff returns to freedom   

12  Zoom! News and notes about science today!  
 
 

SC IENCE BEHIND THE SCENES:  ‘T IS THE SEASON  

17  UP, UP AND AWAY! The preparation behind your      
      favorite Thanksgiving Day parade balloons 
 

20 LET IT SHINE Let’s talk candles 
  

21  TWIRLY-WHIRLY Learn how a dreidel spins!  
 

23 O CHRISTMAS TREE What it takes to put up and  
     power those giant public trees  
 
 

BEAUTY/HEALTH:  GEAR UP FOR THE ELEMENTS!  

26  SKIN DEEP Take care of your skin this winter! 
 

27 LIP SERVICE Why do you get chapped lips?  
 

29 BODYWORKS Chase away the winter flu and learn how to keep warm,  
 prevent frostbite and exercise during the winter season!  

 

 

FEATURES 

33   WINTER WONDERLAND A pull-out poster on fun facts  
       about snow, ice and other sights you will find outdoors  
 

37  STELLAR HOLIDAY GIFTS  
 GREEN GIFT GUIDE Find great gifts that are green!  
 DIY GIFT IDEAS Give a gift with a personal touch!  
 TASTE TEST Use your lab skills and make tasty treats!  
 

50 Riddle me this Holiday puzzles and crosswords 

53 Try this at home  Fun experiments for the  

           holidays!  

56   Resolution Write a New Year’s resolution!   
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Check out 

stellarmag.com  for 

an exclusive photos 

and a video interview 

with Hilary Duff, 

holiday wallpapers 

for your desktop, and 

fun interactive 

features! 

On the web 



 

 

 

stellar’s features well will not require any transition or change 
of tone in the middle of the magazine – it will be a continuation 
of the magazine’s fresh, friendly, but non-assumptive tone 
which starts with the front-of-the-book.  
 

With the features, stellar’s young readers will receive insights 
into cool technologies, new discoveries, and the wonders of 
the physical world around them – all while being incredibly 
entertained and enthralled by the spunky spins the magazine 
takes with science facts.  
 

Our sample Holiday Issue includes a pull-out poster of “Winter 
Wonderland” that introduces stellar girls to the science of 
snow – why a snowball can be harder or softer depending on 
how it’s packed and how it melts in your hands, why each 
snowflake is unique, and different types of snow.  
 
The sidebars from American Girl magazine’s piece “Dancing 
Like the Stars” illustrate the type of tone and language we 

would use for stellar features such as “Winter Wonderland.” 
The facts and tips about the tango, the salsa and the rumba 
exemplify how we would go about explaining scientific facts 
such as the composition of a snowflake: in a fun and funky 
way that gets the readers excited about trying something new. 
 

A Girl’s Life magazine feature entitled “’Miley Face!” 
exemplifies the tone and language style stellar would use in 

conducting a celebrity piece; however, any stellar piece on a 
celebrity would be shorter than this example (about two 
pages). Also, the piece’s content would replace the small talk 
and gossip of the Girl’s Life article with relevant scientific 

information. stellar would use the same fresh and familiar tone 
as a phone conversation with a Disney channel star, but speak 
instead with the female manager of Jet Propulsion 
Laboratory’s Mars Exploration Program, Donna Shirley.  
 
The popularity of the celebrity would be taken into account, 

but more importantly, stellar looks for people in those high 
positions that use their popularity for good in the science 
world. Possible celebrities include Cameron Diaz with Act 
Green and the Centre for Environmental Education, Christina 
Aguilera with Defenders of Wildlife, Hilary Duff with Return to 
Freedom, Katie Couric and Ann Curry with Locks of Love, 
Fergie and Brad Pitt with Global Green and Jay-Z and Adrian 
Grenier with PlayPumps. 
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MAKE YOUR 
OWN LIP
GLOSS in 
TRY THIS AT HOME

on page 50!

  Shea butter is vegetable fat that
     comes from the Africa shea 
     tree. Shea butter is a popular
     mosturizer and skin-healing
  agent. So butter yourself up! 

Why are some 
glosses shiny?   
Coconut oil
makes your 
lip gloss 
shiny without 
the gthe grease

What makes these balms 
so creamy-looking? Lanolin! 
Lanolin is, a natural oil that 
softens and mosturizes skin.
Lanolin makes lip balms 
creamy but not greasy. 
Perfect for dry or
chapped

lips!

Buzz buzz! Beeswax is another 
natural wax used by lip balm

makers because of its skin-soothing
qualities. Plus, beeswax has that
yummy honey smell to it! Sweet! 

Vitamin E is an inexpensive 
preservative used in cosmetic
products like lip gloss and balm.
Some studies have proven 
that vitamin E is very effective
in protecting your skin against
UV rays fUV rays from the sun!

What makes your 
lip gloss pop?

beautystellar April/May 2008



 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

stellar’s Web site (http://www.stellarmag.com) is a place for girls to view a online version of 
the magazine, replete with web exclusives and multimedia and the opportunity to interact 
with other readers and feel like part of the stellar community. At the publication, we 
recognize that these are readers who were born in the Internet era and see the web as an 

integral part of the stellar brand.  
 
Except for the inclusion of Stellar TV, stellarmag.com will have the same sections as the 
magazine –Popular Science, Science Behind the Scenes, Beauty/Health, Features and 
Interactives— but give each pillar a digital twist. Articles may have photo slideshows, Flash 
animations or web exclusive sidebars. The main page will act as a menu for the Web site, 
with links, subscription banners and fun little aspects such as the Green Tip and Science 
Quote of the Day. Videos on the Stellar TV page will compliment articles, feature 
demonstrations of the experiments from the print version’s Try This At Home section and 
casual interviews with that month’s featured celebrity.  
 
stellarmag.com’s Interactives section is the new hot spot for young girls to actively 
participate in the stellar world and interact with other science-savvy readers. Readers can 
learn about humanitarian and scientific causes to help such as The Rainforest Site or The 
Hunger Site, which donate to those respective causes when visitors click a donation button 
on their site, to no cost to the visitor. On the Interactives main page, the page will also have 
an Extinct or Endangered Animal of the Day box on the side. While some may criticize 

stellar for being morbid by addressing animal extinction in this way, we at stellar know that 
our readers are intelligent, passionate and not yet touched by teenage cynicism, and will be  
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galvanized rather than depressed by this Extinct Animal reminder. While stellar is very 
sensitive to its readers, we believe that they would not want sugarcoated information 
something like extinct species.  
 
Within Interstellar, the magazine’s online community, girls can create basic, safety-minded 
profiles (Profiles will be limited to first name and surname initial, age, state, 
interests/hobbies, favorites and a non-photographic avatar) that come with public “wall” 
that other members can post messages on. Much like Facebook, Interstellar members can 
join member-created groups (I.e., “Chemistry Chicks” or “We Love High School Musical!”) 
and post on each other’s public “walls.” Members can also post on message boards, 
comment Stellar TV videos, electronically enter in featured sweepstakes, sign up for e-
newsletters, and participate on special online interactives such as the annual Reader 
Roadtrip feature.  
 
Beginning in June, stellarmag.com will put up its Reader Roadtrip page. The page will open 
with a Flash introduction with audio, and finish with a colorful, fun-looking map of the 
United States. Members can click on the approximate geographic point of where they 
traveled to, and a box will pop up from that point with a form asking the reader to type in 
their Interstellar username, state of origin and some fun story from their trip. Once the girl 
submits that information, the box will disappear and a small, colored star will appear on 
that point on the map. In the future, other readers can click on that star and see all that 

information, and consequently see where other stellar readers went over the summer and 
hear their stories. Then, at the front of the book in the September/October Back to School 
Issue will be a two-page spread of the Reader Roadtrip map. The star-studded map will 
show all the places readers have gone, and have little boxes extending from certain stars to 
feature some of the more interesting trips. An infographic will list fun travel statistics such as 
the most popular vacation spots and number of miles traveled by stellar girls. 
 

To address both parents and stellar’s concern with online predators, a reader must be a 
stellar subscriber to register as an Interstellar member. However, each Interstellar member 
can send e-mail invites to five other friends, who can register for free and invite one other 
friend.  
 

The Reader Roadtrip page epitomizes stellar’s aims of driving traffic between the web and 
print versions, and providing our girls with unique and innovative features. On a smaller 
scale, stellar has a pithy “On the web” section in the print version’s table of content and 
refers directing readers to the online component of articles.  
 
stellarmag.com will be updated every Sunday at midnight, at which point all readers on the 
magazine’s e-mail list will receive an e-newsletter summarizing the week’s updates. While a 
weekly update may not seem frequent by current online standards, weekly does seem 
reasonable given that stellar is a bimonthly magazine. Also, while these girls are part of the 
web generation, girls in the 8 to 14 age range are also extremely busy, with schoolwork, 
friends, family, TV shows and extracurricular activities. Nonetheless, stellarmag.com still 
has a rapid response strategy for major events, such as the death of major scientific figures 
or landmark discoveries. 
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stellar is currently a bimonthly magazine but has the potential 
to expand into a 10-issue publication, a reality to be 
determined based on success of the magazine’s popularity. 
This would be a result of what the readers need, much like the 
magazine’s content. When it comes down to it, science is all 
around everyone, everyday. By introducing readers to science 
in a new way, stellar will be more than a business, more than 
an avenue for advertisement. stellar will help pave the way for 
future female astronauts, engineers, and researchers who will 
give our world a brighter tomorrow. 
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